simple
yet so unique

see what you’ve been missing

revolutionary
new transparent railing in-fill system
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benefits
for the homeowner

transparency
Great for seeing what you’ve been missing, the perfect “in-fill” system available.

low maintenance
No cleaning glass or tightening cable.

safer
No “Ladder Effect” as with horizontal designs for those climbing kids.

less cost
Most times less cost than cable or custom glass.

easy installation
No complicated system, or highly skilled labor required, pre-spacing and only two parts.

aesthetically pleasing
Complements traditional or contemporary styling.

versatile
Can be curved, used for gates, ramps, cascading stairs, standard stairs, or level areas.

long lasting quality
Made from stainless steel and anodized aluminum.

recyclable
If and when the Invis-A-Rail reaches it’s end of service, it is totally recyclable.

features
for the installer

ordering
Easy, only two parts to order and works on level areas and stairs.

quick install
One of the quickest infill systems on the market. With it’s Patented “Hook-n’-Drop” system and pre-spaced balusters, it really moves!

stairs
Will adjust to your stair angles up to 40 degrees without the need for additional fittings.

available immediately
No risky, profit-killing, or special made-to-order parts with long lead times.

flexible
Can be curved and used for gates (with “Gate-Support.”)

standard rails
Use railings that you are used to as long as they can be secured with our support screws. No extra-strong newels to support heavy tension.

no special tools
Just a chop saw, knife and screw gun.

competitive
Low cost... Invis-A-Rail is often less than cable railing and custom glass panels.
install easy as...

1. cut support channel
2. hook-n’-drop
3. insert damper
4. fasten to your rail

patented 2-part system
10 Ct. stainless balusters

6ft or 8ft support
includes: top and bottom channel, rubber damper, screws